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CHARACTERISTICS OF COROTA UIJDER 
ALTERNATING CURRENT CONDITIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The Investigation presented 1r this thesis is a 

furthersnce study of the hehvior or various coroia 

mecharij8ms pieserit in an alternately positive and neg- 

stive electrically overstres8ed medium of aire. An 

immediate consequence of the studr was a need for some 

classifying terminology in order that one mechanism may 

be distinguished from another. This in turn demanded 

thorough consideration of such characteristics as polarity 
of the overstressed electrode, cornparabilit of electrode 

curvature to average intermolecular dimensions, pulse 

repetition frequencies and relative pulse amplitudes. 

The study was accomplished using the classical point- 
to-plane geometry in conjunction with oscilloscopio pre- 
sentation. 



THE 60 CYCLE CORONA GENERATOR 

The power equipment used to energizo and control the 

high voltage circuit is illustrated in figure l-a. The 

equipment circuit is schematically shown in figure 2. The 

available waveforms are shown in figures 3-a and 3-b. 

Figure 3-a is the voltage waveform obtainable below about 

50 kilovolts peak. Figure 3-b shows the distortion present 

for voltages above about 60 kilovolts peak. 

The high voltage transformer was calibrated in con- 

junction with two voltmeters (for complete range coverage) 

and a 6.25 centimeter sphere gap. The gap was irradiated 

with ultraviolet light for spacings less than 1.0 cent!- 

meters. (This was to insure flashover stability.) The 

calibration was finally corrected to a relative air density 

of unity which corresponds to 760 millimeters of mercury 

and 25 degrees centigrade. 

The plane electrode is cast aluminum iL1. inches in dia- 

meter. The radius of the rounded edge is 0.875 inches. 

The plane axis is 22 Inches above the ground sheet. 

The dual electrodes (best shown in figure l-b) are 

aiui1num rods 0.25 inches in diameter and 1.375 inches apart. 

The left electrode has the facilities to hold a microdi- 

mensionai point. The right electrode occasionally acts as 

a macrodimensional point. Both electrodes are continuously 

adjustable for gap spacings between zero and nine inches. 

The two resistors seen In figure l-b servo as 
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terminating resistances for the corona generator. They are 

usually matched at about 1000 ohms each. Electrode connec- 

tion is made by a contact screw (not shown.) 



(a) 
(b) 

Figure 1. Upper picture 

( a ) shows apparatus used 
in conjunction with corona 
research. Present are the 
isolation and high voltage 
transformers, resistor 
divider, plane electrode 
and supporting insulator, 
point electrodes, cali- 

brated gap potential volt- 

meters, Tektronix Type 55 
oscilloscope and DuNont 
oscillographic camera. 

Lower picture ( b ) 

shows dual-electrode point- 
to-plane corona generator 
with termination resistore. 

Lj. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagrani of the per circuit used to derive the high voltage waveform. 
Knife switch "A" and magnetic circuit breaker RD" uphold the safety requirements of having 

two switches in a high voltage circuit0 "B" is a red warning 1ainp 1tc" is a manually con- 

troled induction regulator ( t 5O7 ). Transformer "E" provides isolation, thus eliminating 

CIflOfl grounds. Variable series voltage dropping is provided by water box "F". This enables 

the induction regulator to operate on the high end of its scale over all voltage 
ranges, 

thus minimizing harmonic distortion. ttG" is the high voltage transformer calibrated with 

voltmeter "V11. 

k 
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Figure 3-a. High voltage waefor 

when ap potential is leas than 

O kilovolts peak. ( Taken fron a 

resistor divider.) 

Figuro -b. High voltage waveforti 

when gap potential is greater than 

60 ki1ovolt peak. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF VARIAELE S CAUSING C ORONA VAIIATIONS 

In general, corona is a result of an electrically over- 

stressed medium cauaed by sorno field distorting electrode. 
The distortion Is divergent so that conlete breakdown of 

the gap does not occur. The medium is usually gaseous arid 

exists at various tenperatu.res and pressures. The doc- 

trode material is notre 
materials having dielectric constants unliko that ot the 

medium's, Also, the electrode does not need to be directly 

connected to one side of the voltage source since capacitive 

coupling is always present. 

There are several well known f ortils or types of corona, 

They are commonly known as "positive, negative, spot, 

burst, streamer or plume." They are characterized as 

being repetitious impulses of currant that may or may not 

be recursively stable. Another variable characteristic is 

relativo pulse height, which is fundamentally related to 
the total charge transfer. 

1jjth all of the aforementioned variables it is mmcdi- 

ately necessary to provide some form of classification. 
Since this present investigation is concerned with air at 

near-standard conditions and employs the metallic point- 

to-plane geometry, the forthcoming classifications will be 

limited accordingly. All that will be mentioned has been 

observed in the laboratory under research conditions. 

Fundamentally there are two distinct types of coronas, 



These are the positive and negative coronas whore tho 

adjectives ttpositiveht Itnegativelt describe electrode 

polarIty. The variations In characteristics that tend 

to distinguish between two or more mechanisms of like 

polarity are attributed to the following: 

1, Minimum exposed electrodo radius. If this radius 

Is xnierodimensional (relativo to about 0.1 inches) 

the corona produced will be quite different com- 

pared to any produced by a macrodlinensional elec- 

trode. This is because molecular dimensions will 
not change with a scaling of electrode geometry. 

For this reason alone extrapolation of scale model 

results is prohibited. 
2. MagnItude of overstrossirig relative to that at 

which corona first appears. If the overstrosaing 

voltage gradient is continuou1y increased, the 

Initial corona mechanism may su000ssIvel7 change 

to several different forms before the cap breaks 

down. Also of importance is any tizne rate of 

chango of voltage. Corona characteristics re- 
corded at some instantaneous value of a changing 

voltage will be different conared to the corona 

characteristics at the same value of d-c voltage. 

3. "Conditiont' of the electrode. If the electrodo 

accumulates deposits of foreign material such as 

dust, corona characteristics will chango. Also, 



long tiìic use under super-stressed conditions 

will alter electrode characteristics (3). 

Lj.. Impedance and response of the circuitry between 

the corona generator and the observer. This 

factor is one of the most important contributions 

to observed variations in corona. The corona 

mechanism itself is apparently not affected by 

circuit impedance but the passive response of 

the connecting cables and the active response 

of the oscilloscope can and does mislead the 

observer, 

Swmiarizing, corona classification should includo 

electrode polarity, electrode type, electrode pnysical 

condition, relative magnitude of overstressing and some 

mention of measuring circuit constants. 
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TITh IMPUL iASURING CIRCUIT 

Referring to figure iL-a, the point and plane dcc- 

trodes are shown constituting the high voltage gap, thus 

forniing the corona generatoi. This Generator, which 

provided impulses of current, is essentially terminated 

by the resistance L At this point a 36 inch coaxial 

cable ( RG 29/U ) is connected to provide shielded cou- 

pliri to the instruments. Since RL needed to be on the 

order of 1000 ohms for adequate gain, it was riot feasible 

to attempt impedance matching. 

The displaying instrument primarily consisted of a 

Type S3 Tektronix oscilloscope wIth any one of the many 

Tektronix plug-in preiniplifiers. Among those used were 

the differential, dual-trace, wide band and fast-rise 

units. The oscilloscope was equipped with a long persist- 

once (Type p-li phosphor) cathode ray tube. 

Two different cameras iere employed for visual re- 

cording. One was s. Polaroid Oscilloscopic Land Camera. 

The other was an Allen B. DuMont Oscilloscopio Camera 

utilizing 2 by 3 graphic film. Both cameras were 

equipped with fTL.9 lenses. 

At certain times it was also necessary to record radio 

influence voltage. This was done with a Stoddart Field 

Intensity meter ( 9 ). 

Figure ..b Is the impulse equivalent of the entire 
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Generator 
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(b) 

R 
L 

T1 
Figure 4 Upper drawing ( a ) shcs the dual-electrode 

point- 

to-plane generator with its 
terminating resistances, ( RL ) 

Connection to instruments is 
made with shielded cable 

( RG 29/U )° 
Ler drawing ( b ) is the impulse equivalent circuit 

of 

C a ). 
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measuring circuit. The generator is that of any one of 

the corona mechanisms and includes its internal inedance. 

Rp and Gp represent the series resistance arid shunt oapaciu. 

tance of the electrode arid contact screw. R0, L0 and C3 

are the lumped constarits of the coaxial cable. R5 and C8 

represent the prealifier ixiiput impedance. 

The voltage waveform appearing at the input to the pre- 

amplifier is not a true picture of the corona currert im- 

pulses. In fact, thc waveform appearing across RL ïs flot 

oven a true pictured Assume an ipu1zo of current (either 

polarity) from the generator. This impulse has finito 

risotime. Being a current the tendency is to create a 

voltage drop across RL in proportion to itself. Howover, 

the electrode stray capacitance to ground must accuiu1ato 

chaxge fast enough so that its potential is exactly the 

same as Fortunately, both and C aro very small 

and their time contribi.tion to the voltage riseUme across 

RL iS small. 

The voltage falitime incorporates another story. The 

ixiedanco seen looking back into the corona generator is 
practically infinite. Therefore C must discharge tlwough 

L 8 vory high). This causes a timo contribution of 

approximately HLCp to that of the normal impulse Lailtimo. 

This is approximately L 
divided by R times langor than 

the time contributed to the risetime. 

Continuing, the voltage risetimo that occurs across 
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the preamplifier input is necessarily the timo required to 

charge C plus C5 through R and L0 by whatever is avail- 

able across RL. Further, whatever charge manages to 

accumulato on C0 plus C5 must eventually discharge throußh 

either R5 or RL. Since R0 and L0 are also very small the 

latter route will be favored. 

In addition to the waveform modification by the passive 

network, there is also the very finito risetime of the pro- 

amplifier and the vertical amplifier of the oscilloscope. 

This complotes the distortion of the very thing the viewer 

wishes to see, 

Some examples of circuit response may be seen in 

figures 5-a,b,c,d and o, These are pictures of identical 

pulses (negative microdimensional corona) seen by the 

observer when 
L 

equals , 33, O, 1000 and 10,000 ohms 

respectively, All resistors are deposited carbon. In 

figure S-a ( L 
: 5 ohms ) thero is some ringing. This 

indicates some natural circuit inductance that relies 

on RL for damping. 



Fi7ure q-b. rre u1se type. 

RL ohms; T = 0.1 u8ec/div; 

S : 0.00 V/civ. 

Fic?ure 5-d. 3e pul3e type. 
= 1000 ohms; T 0.5 usec/div; 

S = 0.05 V/div. 

Figure 5-a. Single pulse ( negative 

icrodirrensiona1 ) as seen by the 

oheorver when RL = 5 ohms; 

T 0.1 usec/div; S 0.005V/div. 

Firure 5-c. Same pulse type. 

RL 50 ohms; T = 0.2 uses/div; 

S 0.005 V/div. 

Firure 5-e. Sqe pulse type. 

RL 10,000 ohne; T - 5.0 usec/div; 

S = 0.05 V/div. 

1L1. 
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!CrIAITIsTIc TORY OF CORONA 

A mentioned oa1ier (page 7) the tène major difference 

between various eorona3 is depcnd3nt upon electrode polar- 

ity. The fundamentals of each mechanism tii11 now be dia- 

cussed, 

P ositive Nechanism 

When the ,osit1ve electrode causes a diverging field of 

sufficient intensity an electron appearing in the gap will 

gain enough energy during acceleration to causo c:citation 

and ionization b collision, The resulting avalanche will 

continue until the anode is reached. fiemainiug will be a 

positive ion colutnn which effectively oxtnds the anode 

potential into the p, thus causing an incieaae in±ield 

intensity, Meanwhile, a shower of photons from the ong- 

irial mechanism has cause4. w 3 ectozto appear j the 

gap by photoionization, onie of these oause new ava- 

lanches which naturally proceed toward tho potht of 

highest potential, which is the head of the positive 

column, This causes lateral as well as axial extension, 

and the result is a conical shaped column with a spherical 

head. This process continues until the "head" gets large 

enough in diameter to weaken the field, thus denying new 

photoelectrons sufficient enor to cause moro ionization. 

1Jhen this happens the mechanism stops. 

Another discharge cannot occur until the positivo ion 
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space charge is removed from the gp and the original high 

fields restored. This reauires what is known as clearing 

time. Since positive ions are relatively inmiobile it is 

charaeteiistic for positive corona to have slow repetition 
rates. 

In general positive corona pulse repetition frequoncy 

decress and puise height increases with an increase in 

gap voltage ( 7 ). Under ideal or controlled conditions 

it is possible to obtain recursion stability. However, in 

the case of an ac gap voltage, stability is very hard. to 

obtain. 

Negativo Mechanism 

Due to some process (usually photoelectric emission) an 

electron leaves the cathode and forms an avalanche. The 

physical length and the timo duration of this avalanche is 
very short. However, the photons croated in the avalanche 

shower the cathode and knock off secondary electrons which 

in turn form avalanches. This is the progressivo formation 

of a puise. As with the positive mechanism, there is a 

column of positive ions left. Furthermore, the electrons 

from the avalanchss have slowed down due to the decreasing 

field and joined with oxygen molecules in forming negativo 

ions ( 0 ). This is a process known aS "dissociative 

attac}'ment" ( 6 ). Ths result is the formation of a posi- 

tive ion pac charge next to t: cathode and a negative 
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ion space charge just beyond that. Both space charges will 

continue to grow until their combined efforts reduce the 

field to the point whore cocondary electron Ionization 

energy cannot be obtaIned, thus confining t1. pulse. 

Later, when most of the positIve ions have neutralized 

at the cathode (b picking up their Image chaiges upon 

contact ) and the negative ions have diffused more deeply 

into the gap, another pulso may start. This socona puise 

Is InItiated by one of two processes, either photoelectric 

edssion or positive ion boinbardr;icnt. 

If the gap potcnti]. Is raised, two factors will be in 

creased, space charge clearing efficienc; and electron ion 

ization probilItr. The result is an increase In pulse 

repetition frequency. However, because of small cathode 

area, space charge limited current flow -pe of action is 

present. This results In a residual psitivc ion density 

increase (with volt .., 
r',e) which slightly reduces the total 

number of avalanches contributing to each pulse before 

smothering. The gradua]. build up of residual positive ions 

with voltage tends to effectively increase point radius. 

This effect will be mentioned again later. 
If the point is microdiniensional, the negative corona 

pulses will come at even intervals, much like the output 

of a relaxation oscillator. Pulses of this type are 1:nown 

as "Trichol" puises after G, W. Trichel who first Inves- 

tigated them ( 10 ). 



Is 
If the point 1 incrodiiensiona1, exactly the same 

mcchan1s is present. The differences are oharactorlzed by 

a lozs of recursion stability and a tremendous increase in 

pulse height. epetition rate also drops, and onset 

becomes very high. The reasons are as follows: Assime 

that the initial avalanche has fornied arid the photons 

created have a1read knoo1:ed the secondary electrons from 

the cathode. Since the cathode radius is much greater than 

before, the fields will not be nearly so sharp, and as a 

result the avalanches will proceed rtn.ich farther into the 

gap. This provides ari oven greater source of photons arid 

the result is a larger cathode secondary electron omitting 

arca. This process will terid to migrate over the entire 

cathode area, resulting in a tremendous charge transfer. 

When the space charge finally smothers the pulse, thö 

action of clearing begins. Since the cathode area Is 7ery 

large it is quite probable that the space charge is riot of 

uniform thickness. In this event the next pulse may occur 

at the weak spot. This is why recursion stability is hard 

to obtain. 

Comparing the microdimensional and macrodimonsional 

negative coronas non-electrically, it was found that while 
the former situation produced no audible sound the latter 

case had a very noisy buzz. Actually, this is because the 

micro type had a repetition frequency far beyond the range 

of the human ear. In the other caso the basic repetition 
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rate was about i ko, which is certainly audible. However, 

the sound heard was not that of a i ko note. Instead, it 
was the result of a "gated i ko note where the gating 

action is due to the alternating 60 cycle higlì voltage wave. 

The result is a definite buzz. 

As A Constant Charge Generator 

Corona is certainly a function that has boon voltage 

forced, Employing this fact, RL may be varied throughout 

a large range of values without altering the total charge 

transfer per pulse of a repetitive corona. This is true 

under the condition that is very small compared to the 

impedance of the high voltage gap. This supplies a suffi- 
dent condition for constant point-to-plane voltage, thus 

yielding a constant corona oirrerit output. 

Proof of the foregoing is illustrated by figure 6 

which shows that total charge transfer per pulso is virtu- 
ally independent of RL. Negativo point (microdimensional) 

corona was used to obtain the data. Gap potential was 

maintained slightly above onset for puise stability. A 

singlo pulse waveform was cisplaycd on the calibrated 

screen for a particular value of RL. Each display was 

photographed with the Polaroid camera. A planimeter was 

used eight times on each picture to obtain an average area. 

(Planimeter calibration was obtained by intergrating the 

illuminated grid lines.) The area, when divided by the 
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Figure 6. Shing negative corona charge transfer independency of the termin- 
ating resistance to ground0 Gap was 7.5 inches and point radius was approx- 
irnately 5 mils. Relative humidity = 587e and relative air density = 0.992. 
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measured value of L' 
provided total charge transfer by 

virtue of the equation T 
R1 dt. 

The curve ( figure 6 ) has a slight amount of positive 

slope. The reason for this and the limitation of 0.1 meg- 

ohms imposed on L Z attributed to the following: As 

increases, the voltage drop due to the gap capacitance a-c 

charging current also increases. Since fundamental capaci- 

tive current leads voltage by about 90 degrees, the corona 

current pulses are usually superimposed on a changing 

slope. This wa.s the case here, and as a result the pulse 

baselines were tilted. This tended to give a slight 

increase in area. Finally, when RL passed 0.1 megohms, 

the oscilloscope could no longer be synchronized with the 

pulse. 

The average total charge transfer per pulse of negative 

corona ( figure 6 ) is 2.31j. x iO0/1.6 x io9 or 

l.L.7 x l0 ions per pulse. This value agrees quite well 

with the l0 ions per pulse referred to by M. R. Amin 

3 ). 
Even though the corona mechanism is a constant charge 

generator, it will not produce a pea1 voltage drop in direct 

proportion to RL. This is adequately illustrated by fig- 

uro 7-a. (The data was obtained by measuring the peak 

voltage on each picture used for figure 6.) This fact 
seems paradoxical at first, but in considering circuit 

time constants the explanation is quite simple. 
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Figure 7-a. Negative corona pulse height as a function of RL. 

Generator RL 

Figure 7-b. Corona mechanism analog feeding electrode circuit. 
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The very fact that the mechanisni i a constant 

charge generator gives lt most of the properties of an 

initially charged capacitor in series with an acadein.ic 

switch. This is the basis for figure 7-b. Here the 

corona generator analog is seen connected to an ultra- 

simplified version of fIgure L..b. The capacitance C is 

the electrode shunt capacitance to ground and is the 

variable terminating resistance. The generator analogy 

is as follows: At timo zero (cDsing of the switch) 

there is a given amount of charge available that must 

flow through the electrode circuit In order for the entire 

circuit to attain electrical equilibrium. The amount of 

this oharge is virtually Independent of the electrode dr- 

cult impedance. If L 
large, the discharge time will 

be large, and the peak voltage seen across C will approach 

an amount proportIoial to charge attained, which in turn 

is inversely proportional to its capacitance. One quan- 

titative difficulty that arises Is that the generator 

analog capacitor will chango value as it decreases in 

charge. 

Pulse Coincidence 

Consider two or more corona generators operating in 

parallel, thus supplying the same load. In this situation, 

occasional partial pulso coincidence is inevitable. Since 
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the puIe ax'e current by nature the recuit hou1d be that 

of direct addition. 

Theore tically, two independent e orana ene'at ors 

functioning identiea11j with perfect recursion stabi1it 

into the same load would yield an output of twice the 

magnitude of either one operatthg seperately. The abso.- 

lute ctoinoidence frequency is equal to the frequency of 

the generators. However, if th output of one generator 

is time delayed by some fraction of its period, there will 

never be any absoluto coincidence. Fu±thor 51 two unequal 

inteLer pulse 2requexioies are in phase at sorno po±nt in 

time, there will be an absolute coincidence frequency equal 

to the highest conirnon factor of each. For example, if 

rl : 1776 ecie per seconc aridf2 30L1. cc1es por second, 

the ratio of f1 to f is 111:19. The highest coninon factor 

is 16, which is the absolute coincidence frequency. Again, 

if one gencratoris delayed, there will never be any abso.- 

lute coincidence, The purpose of this di$cussion is to 

bring out the fact that perfect or solute coincidence is 

very unlikely, oven iftho repetition rate of one or both 

gonerators i changing. (Such Is the present situation 

where 60 cycle sinusoidal gap voltage is being used.) 

Coincidence is not limited to pulsos being perfectly 

in phase. Since corona pulses have finite width it should 

be true that partial coincidence will happen quite regu- 

larly, much more often than absolute coincidence. This 
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was found to be true In the following situations. 

Nearly Matched Two-Point Source. Two ricrodimerisoinaJ. 

points were selected having noax1y tho same radii. This 

was done with a 5L1X microscope, After beinß placed in the 

high voltage gap, the points were adjusted until negative 

corona occurred on each simu1tanoousl PoInt-to-plane 

voltage was thon increased to about three tthes onsets 

Figuro 8-a is a picture of the resultant corona envelope 

occurring each half-cycle. The two sources have nearly 

Identical pulse heights. Therefore when partial coincidence 

occurs it is natural to expect the resulting addition to 

approach twice original pulse height. Also of interest 

arc the regularity of partial coincidence In the center 

of the envelope, and the apparent absence of coincidence 

occurring on either end. It must be remembered, however, 

that the corona repetition frequencies are changing since 

a changing voltage is used across the gap. 

Figure 8-b is a picture of the same envelope with tho 

time scale increased. Now it is possible to observe the 

pyramiding effect as the pulses corne into and go out of 

coincidence. Figure 8-c is a picture of one of the coin- 

cident periods. Here It is possible to see the two 

generators actually pass through synchronism. 

Unmatched Two-point Source. Two points were picked 
at random and placed in the high voltage gap at slightly 

different point-to-plane spacings. Figure 9-a is a picture 



Figure 8-a. nve1ope showing 
coincidence of pulses from 
two nearly matched points. 

Figure 8-b. Increased time scale 
of above showing pyramid effect 
when the two generators come into 
and go out of synchronism, 

Figure 8-c. Microscopic view 
of one of the pyramids. 



Figure 9-a. Envelope showing 
random coincidence of pulses 
from two unmatched points. 

Figure 9-b. Expanded view 
of above showing occasional 
partial pulse coincidence. 

Figure 9-c. Microscopic view of 
above, 

i 
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of the resultant corona envelope. This timo there is rio 

rogii1aritr of coincidence. Figure 9-b is an expanded view 

of figure 9-a. An occasional occurrence of partial coin- 

cidence is all that is seen. Figure 9-c is a microscopic 

view of figuxo 9-b. This picture is an exarip1e of two 

different integer freqencios that arc out of phase just 

enough to prevent coincidence. The long ink marks indicate 

the tall pulse positions and the short ini marks indicate 

the short pulsez. The time between the first tall pulse and 

the first short pulse is exactly the same as between the 

fourth tall pulse and the fifth short pulse and the seventh 

tall pulsç and the ninth short pulse. The ratio is 3:L.. 

If any one of the pulses had boon in phaso, there would have 

been a coincidence frequency equal to one third the Cre- 

quoncy of the tall pulses or one fourth the frequency of 

the short pulsos. 

Unmatched Nine-Point Source. Nine microdimonsional 

points woro picked at raridom and placed in the gap. All 

nine were terminated b the same RL. Figure lO is a 

selection of pictures taken at random of multiplo coin- 

cidence. 

The n-Point Source. If the number of the point 

sources in a given area is allowed to approach infinity as 

a limit, the over-all source will become macrodimensional. 

(Such is the case of a smooth round conductor in a radial 
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field.) Likewise, the corona iechari1i would become 

macrodimensional, If the ap voltage is raised to corona 

onset, thero will be a certain average number of mechanisms 

occurring por unit of unshielded area. As the voltage 

increases, the mechanism "density" increases. This is quite 

noticeable to the observer in the dark. Also it is uni- 

versally known in the technical field that radio influence 

voltage produced between a conductor in corona and ground 

increases with further increase in voltage. It may be of 

some help in understanding why if the principles of coin- 

cidence aro considered. 
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DYNAMICALLY GENERA CORONA 

It is now appropriate to illustrate the effects of 

changing gap voltage on corona characteristics. Negativo 

microdirnonsional corona is the first appearing corona 

voltage wise and is the easiest to cOntrol stabiliti wise. 

For these reasons it was used as the major argument of 

the investigation. 

Onset and Extinction 

Consider either an a-c or d-c system for producing 

corona. As the gap voltage is raised from zero, a critical 

value will be attained, at which time corona will appear. 

This is known as "onset Conversely, if the system is 

producing corona and the gap voltage is then lowered, 

another critical value will be attained, at which time 

corona will disappear. This is known as 'textinction." 

Generally, the voltage at onset will be greater than the 

voltage at extinction. This is true with a-c as well 

as d-c. 

Next, consider just the a-c system for producing corona. 

In defining onset and extinction an over-all perspective was 

used. However, corona characteristics react to each cycle 
of the a-c voltage wave. This necessitates now ternis for 

onset and extinction as appliodto each individual cycle. 

They will be defined as follows. When corona appears 

during the ascending waveform, the term 'initiation will be 
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used. Conversely, when the corona disappears during the 

descending waveform, the term "termination" will be used. 

Thus, the first and last corona pulses on each haif-cyclo 

will henceforth be called tIlflltialtt and "terminal" pulses. 

As the a-c gap vQltago is raised, corona onset will 

occur. This will consist of a singlo negative corona pulse 

on the peak of the negative half-cycle. Further increase 

in voltage causes more pulses to appear. The ïnitial pulso 

occurs at exactly the same voltage as onset. The remainder 

of the pulsos follow in an orderly sequence. 

Figure 11-a illustrates a typical negative micro- 

dimensional corona pulse envelope. In this picture the 

majority of the charging current has boon balanced out.* 

Figure 11-b is a picture of another corona pulse envelope 

shown with the corresponding a-c voltage waveform. This 

should give at bast a rough idea of whore negative corona 

occurs on the negativo half-cycle. Figure li-c illustrates 

the negativo corona envelope of a highly stressed point and 

its relation to the negative half-cycle. The horizontal 

* Gap capacitive charging current may be partially balanced 
out by using the current from two electrodos (one active and 
the other a dummy) in conjunction with a differential ampli- 
fier, Theoretically, the remainder or unbalanced part is 
lori current. Unfortunately, this cannot be completely true. 
If corona should not appear, the two charging currents may 
bo in balance over the entire voltage range. However, if 
corona does appear, the capacitive coupling to one or both 
electrodes is distorted by the ensuing space charge, The 
result is an immediate unbalance that may be partially ion 
current. 
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Figure li-a. Corona ( negative 
microdiiaer.sional ) envelope. 
Trace is 2.0 milliseconds long. 

Initial pulse heic'ht is 0.1 volts 
across 1000 ohms. 

?igure 11-b. Showing a corona 
envelope and its time relation 
to the high voltage wqveform. 

Figure 11-c. Showing a corona 
envelooe when peak gap voltage 
is about ten times the value of 

onset. Horizontal line is a-c 
Wave zero. 
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trace is the a-c zero line. In thiB picture, peak voltage 

ÌEJ about lOOO of on$et, 

As was mentioned earlier, the inìitial negative corona 

pulse always occurs at a constant valuo of potential, 

regardless of peak magnitude. (The value is that of onset 

potential.) Proof of this Is illustrated by figure 12, 

curves A and B. Curve B is the initial pulse electrical 

position locus as a function of poak potential (plotted 

sideways for depth). Curve A is the locus of a constant 

potential point equal to onset. The expected shape of 

curve A is that of a cosocant function, which follows from 

e : EM sin9. Since "e" is constant, E1 : e(csce), 

Curve C is the terminal pulso locus. It is interesting 

to note that this locus actually "leads" locus A. This 

contrasts with the fact that corona extinction is lower 

valued than corona onset. It is also interesting to noto 

that the amount of the tornii.nation "lead" is constant except 

at low voltages. The phenomenon of "termination load" is 

wall shown in figuro li-c. The lead is the time distance 

between the terminal edge of the corona envelope and the 

second wave zero crossing, minus the small amount between 

the initial edge and the first wave zero crossing. 

Curves D and E are the loci of the initial and terminal 

positivo corona pulsos (usually called positivo streamers), 

An interesting characteristic of the positive streamer is 

the position of the first pulse (at onset). It actually 
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"lags" the peak of the high voltage wave. 

Curve F is the locus of the peak of the high voltage 

wave (either half-cycle). The fact that it occurs over 100 

electrical degrees (instead of 90) beyond wave zero is 
indicativo of the distortion present in the power circuit. 

Pulso Repetition Frequency 

Investigation of d-o negativo xnicrodirnensional point- 

to-plane corona has shown that a log-log coordinate plot 

of pulse repetition frequency versus gap voltage results in 

a straight line with positive slope ( 7 ). If the gap 

voltage is varying (i.e., at a sinusoidal 60 cycle rate), 

it is still possible to obtain a straight lino in the 

log-log system. However, the siope of the lirio 1s much loss 

when the voltage is increasing than when it is decreasing. 

This fact is experimentally shown in figure 13. The data 

was taken for a situation in which peak gap voltage was 
about ten tirios that of onset, Pulse periods wore nioasurod 

at various values of instantaneous voltage. 

Interpretation of figuro 13 indicates that pulse rope- 

titian frequency increases as the l.LJ4. power of increasing 

voltage and decreases as the 3.75 power of decreasing 

voltage. The qualitative reasons for the change are as 

follows: The theory of negative corona includes the fact 

that a residual positive ion space charge is present which 

increases with an increase in gap voltage. The effect is 
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that of ari incroathg point radius. The sie te of 
accumulative effect should be prcsont with a dynarn1cai1j 

increasing voltage. However, if tho rate of voltage riso 

( V'(t) ) i high, the aceunaulatiori may not be able to keep 

up with Its steady state value. This would enhance a slight 

positive departure fron the nornis. :ulse repetition fre.- 

quency, iniplying a slightly greater slope to the log-log 

plot of frequency versus voltage curve. Referring to figure 

13, there zriay be a correlation between the above-mentioned 

and. the initiation vicinity of the curve. However, the 

points are too scattered to be able to tell with any cor- 

tainty. 

The important aspect of the positive ion accumulation 

occurs when v'(t) becomes negative. The corona phenomenon 

suddenly finds itself in a rapidly weakening field with ari 

effectively larger point radius. The result is a rapid 

decline in pulse repetition frequency and an early final 

smothering of the entire discharge. This accounts for 

"termination lead" which was morioried in the previous 

section. 

I'urther examination of figure 13 reveals negative 

microdirnensional corona frequency ranging from about L.O 

Irilocycles per second to about l.L. mogacycles per second. 

However, with peak voltages only slightly above onset, it 

ws.s possible to obtain frequencies as low as 20 kilocycles 

por second. Ail measuroment were made with points having 
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a radius of approximately O.12S inches. It is well to 

mention that negative macrodiniencional corona 
pulses are 

occasionally identified as negative streamers in the tech- 

nical literature. More often they are riot identified at a . 

Positive coronas (streamers) occurring on 
the micro- 

dimensional electrodes were found to have repetition fre- 

quencies on the order of OO cycles per second. Also, 

there seemed to be no problem in obtaining 
recursion sta- 

bility, However, there was a limited rance of voltage 

above positive streamer oriset in which investigation could 

be conducted, The upper limit was gap breakdown. 

A second positive corona was occasionally present, On 

cortain days the point would accuitulate 
Lirio particles of 

dust by adhesion. These particles seemed to be affixed 

by electrostatic force. When the particles were present, 

apparently dozens of corona generators were 
operating siniul- 

taneously because the pulses could not be isolated for 

observation. It is believed that the many dust particles 

were simply acting as dielectric points, all 
producing 

corona at once. Whether or riot there is any correlation 

between atmospheric conditions arid the fact that the above 

phenomenon occurred only on certain days is not known. 

Relative Pulse Height 

Referring to figure 11-a (the picture of the negative 

microdirnensional corona envelope), it is seen that pulso 



height docroascs slightly a gap potential rises. Earlier 

liivestigation with d-c has shown that pulse height decreases 

exponentially with voltare rise ( 7 ). On that basis, semi- 

log paper was used to show the relationship between pulse 

height and dynamically changing voltage. The result is 

illustrated in figure 114.. As with pulse repetition fre- 
quency, pulse height differences between increasing and de- 

creasing dynamic voltage can be attributed to the effective 

increaso of point radius while v'(t) is positive, 

It should be pointoc out that there is not enough pulse 

height. deviation (less than 2O of a logarithmic cycle) 

to warrant any conclusions from semi-log paper. In fact, 
there little chango in same (ata is 

plotted on rectangular coordinates. 

A comparison was made between microdmonsiona1 and 

macrodimcnsional negativo corona pulse heights. Oscillo- 

scopie measurements indicate initial pulso heights of 

0,15 to 0,20 volts and 1.0 to .O volts, respectively. In 

this case, RL was 1000 ohms, the microdimensional point 

radius was approximately five mils and the macrodimerisional 

point radius was about 0.125 inches. 

Further comparison was nado by using a Stoddart radio 

noise meter (Typo NM-20B), which is a narrow-band modulated 

amplitude receiver with vacuum tubo voltmeter readout. 

The vacuum tubo voltmeter can be position switched to pro- 

vide either rectified average (detected) or integrated 
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(600 millIsecond time constant) va1ue. The rectified out- 

put is a measurement of f11d 1ntensit; ( FI ) and the 

integrated output is a moasuz'ement f quaGi-pek ( QP ), 

The field ir.ten$1ty circuit was used to Indicate radio 

influence voltage ( RIV ) existing between the electrode 

and ground ( R1, : 1000 ohms ). 

Figure 1 illustrates the fly difference$ between the 

two different points. The macrodimenslonal point has a 

much higher ozet value than the mlcrodimensional point, 

but when onset occurs, the macrodirriensional poirtt produces 

about five times as much radio influence voltage. Figure 

16 shows the same ooi,arison made with quasi-peak readings. 
It should be noted that both sets of curves are aocoxiipanied 

by a nicasurornont of the background noise. In both cases 
there is an increase occurring at about 60 kilovolts peak. 

This is noise coining from the plane supporting insulator. 

Measurement of positive microdimensional streamer 
pulse heiit was done only with the oscilloscope. Pulse 

heights wore found to vary between two and eight volts 

across 1000 ohms. 

Negative Microdimensional Pulse-free Coz*ona 

A typo of corona yielding only a steady etirrent (no 

pulse or radio noise characteristics) will 000ur on a 

negative nilorodimerisional point that has been under high 
stress for a period of time. The normal negative pulse 

corona envelope is distorted and finally interrupted by 
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the slow initiation pz'ocesses of the 
pui.ze-froe discharge. 

Figure 17 is a sequence of pictures showing the 
process in 

various stages of growth. Figure 18 is another sequence 

using a different point and. a slower time base. Both 

sequences were taken at constant voltage (with the exception 

of figure 17-d). 

The mechanism analysis of pulse-free corona has never 

been explained, and no attempt will be raade to do 
so here. 

It is characterized by a stable increase 
in current (about 

15-20 microamperes) and a substantial increase in light. 

(Recent photomultiplier studies by G. A, Pearson in this 

same laboratory ( 8 ) have supported this fact.) A slight 

amount of work has been done with the 
d-c pulse-free corona 

by H. W. Bandel of the University of California 
( L. ). He 

has called the phenomenon "a Townsend-like discharge," 

which means lt has the characteristics of a constant 

current density glow discharge. 

Figure 17-d supports the aforementioned character- 

Istic of constant current density (assuming the effective 

metal cathode area constant). Here the trace is seen to 

have reached a new level while it is within the pulse 

corona envelope discontinuity. The level is a constant 

value of current flow superimposed on the original charging 

current wave. Figure 17-b shows two "levels." Figure l7e 

is a microscopic view of figure 17-b's dual level. It 

appears as though each pulse mechanism initiates the 



pu1e-free mechanlzm, but for sorne reason the pulse..froo 

meohaiisrn fails to be self supporting. Figuro 18-f shows 

another example of instability. llore the twc mechanIsms 

take turns being active. Figure 18.-g Is a similar picture, 

but the order of activity is erratic. 



Pigures 17-a,b,c & d. Sequence of pictures showing 

the initiation process of pUl8e-leSB corona. Point radius 

was about five ti1s &nd gap soacing as about six inches. 

Gap potenti1 was about 65 kilovolts pcak except for 

figure 17-d, which was 85 kilovrlts 
peak. 

(a) (b) 

L.7 

Cc) (d) 

'ioure 17-e. Ytcroscopic view 

of the twin trace portion of 

figure 17-t. 

(e) 



'igures 1ß-a,b,c,d, & e. 

Seauence of' pictures ahowirg 

the initiation process of 

pulse-less corona with a new 

point and slower tirne base. 

Figures 16-f & g. Expanded 
view of' the disrupted area 

showing internittent pulse- 

less discharge. 



CONCLUSIONS 

1. There are basically two corona mechanisms possessing 

impulse characteristics, the positivo and negative 

coronas. 

2. The variations of each basic mechanism may be 

attributed to electrode relative size, electrodo 

condition and relative ovorstressing. 

3. The corona measuring circuit alters the true chara- 

etoristics or details of the mechanism. 

Lj.. The corona generator has practically an Infinite in- 

tornai Impedance, thus making it a constant charge 

generator. 

S. Whenever two corona impulses at least partially coin- 

cide there will be addition of instantaneous values. 

6. Corona initiation on voltage waveforms greater than 

onset will occur at an instantaneous voltage equal 

to onset. 

7. Collona termination ón voltage waveforms greater than 

onset will occur at some voltage higher than onset. 

8. There will be loss chango in pulse repetition frc- 

quoncy on an Increasing voltage wave than on a de- 

creasing voltage wave. 

9. Relativo pulso height is less on an increasing volt- 

age wave than on a decreasing voltage wave. 



10. The meehanisni of pulse-free corona has sonic of the 

electrical characteristics of direct current. 
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